
Throwing Fundamentals 
Lead Instructor: Robyn Fennig 

 
Throwing is one of the linchpins of Ultimate. Advanced players and new players are equally concerned 
about developing and maintaining proper throwing fundamentals at all times (especially as they master new 
throws and push themselves beyond their comfort zone). This station focuses on what good fundamentals 
consist of, and ways to improve. 
 
 2:30-2:35 pm: Grip strength 

 Why grip training? 
“The harder you can grip, the more force your body can exert, and in general lifters/trainees 
tend not to train their grip at all.” –Leslie Wu (UltiTraining.com) 

 Grip training with a disc in your hand: 
o Grab a disc in good forehand or backhand grip. 
o Try to whip the disc downward as hard as you can and as quickly as you can, while 

holding the disc firmly in your hand (DON’T LET GO OF THE DISC!) 
o You can do it for time (i.e. 3 sets of 20 seconds each grip, each hand) OR you can do it 

for a set number of reps (i.e. 3 sets of 50 reps each grip, each hand) 
 Why is it important to do both hands? I’m not ambidextrous with my throws! 

o Balance. When you train, always train both sides…you don’t want to be the player with a 
massive forearm on your dominant side! 

 REMEMBER TO STRETCH! Exerting more force also depends on range of motion and mobility! 
 
2:35-2:40 pm: Spin 

 Throwers who can put more spin on the disc tend to throw farther and have the ability to put more 
“touch” on the throw. The best throwers know that spin comes from using your wrists, and only 
the best of throwers have the ability to generate ample spin at close distances. If you can put a lot 
of spin and touch on a short throw, it should easily translate to longer throws. 

 First, grab a partner, stand 5 yds apart. Throw forehands and backhands to each other, 
concentrating on throwing gently but with a LOT of spin. 

 Next, step back so that you are ~15-20 yards apart. Throw with as much touch as possible so that 
the disc floats and will land very close to your partner’s feet (aka “The Seth Game”). 

o Once that becomes too easy, try to throw with enough touch so that you can bring your 
partner to move from where his/her feet are planted to catch your throw as it settles just 
annoyingly out of their reach. 

 
2:40-2:45 pm: Balance 

 Throwers who are able to stay balanced are able to generate more power from their core. Balanced 
throwers also tend to have a smoother throwing motion. 

 Standing ~15-20 yards from your partner, balance on opposite leg from your throwing hand (i.e. 
stand on your left if you throw with your right, and vice versa). Perform single-leg throws. 

 
2:45-2:50 pm: Simplicity 

 Throwers with awkward and complex throwing styles have to overcome a lot more movement to 
get a throw off. Furthermore, if you have a difficult throwing motion if something is off, it can be 
more difficult to correct or require more adjustments.  

 With a partner, perform “Wall Resets.” Pull back your throw to the farthest point at which you 
normally throw. STOP and hold. Moving only your head, turn and look at the angle of the disc. 
Only moving your wrist, adjust the angle of the disc so it is as flat as possible. STOP. Move your 
head until you can refocus on your partner. Throw 

 “Your goal is to eliminate the 3-dimensional battle against the disc by ensuring that you bring it 
back flat. Any tilt to the disc in the windup, no matter how much it looks cool, is just another 
complication that your throwing motion needs to fix. Minimize it as much as comfortable.” –Seth 
Wiggin (Seattle Sockeye) 

 



2:50-3:00 pm: Step out and get low (Scandal Throwing Drill) 
 
Explanation here: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KdRIBL0Lh0w 
Drop a cone right in front of your pivot foot. 

 
 
Pivot out as far as you can (backhand first), drop a cone in front of your foot, about where your your 
outside foot 

 
 
The goal is to throw to your partner, stepping across as far as you can, and releasing around the cone.  

 
 
Do 2 sets of 8-10 reps on each side (forehand AND backhand). 32-40 throws total. 

 



Throwing Resources: 
 
“Kung Fu Throwing” Routine                  http://skydmagazine.com/2012/02/kung-fu-throwing/ 
By: Lou Burruss and Mike Caldwell 

This routine pushes the boundaries of comfort and allows you to get a lot of repetition/disc 
touches. I like this routine because it is relatively simple and easy to explain/execute, regardless of 
skill level. 

 
“Zen Throwing”               http://skydmagazine.com/2011/11/wiggins-zen-throwing-routine/ 
By: Ben Wiggins 

This is a more difficult throwing routine, but works on precision and maintaining fundamentals. 
You should find this routine challenging and rewarding if you have enough time to get through the 
entire thing. This routine has some individual drills that are great to work on, but as a set, require 
more time to finish. 
 

“Scandal Throwing Cone Drill”    http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KdRIBL0Lh0w 
By: Scandal (DC Area Women’s Club Team)  

I really like this drill because it helps players improve in a tangible way. You are able to see just 
how far you are stepping out, and can easily adjust a cone to make it more difficult. One note: be 
sure to perform fakes as low and far as you can with your left side too! Otherwise you will be 
oddly sore only on one side of your body (BALANCE!) 
 

“The Thrower’s Eye”                                   http://skydmagazine.com/2012/02/the-throwers-eye/ 
By: Lou Burruss 
 This article outlines the way that you should see the field as a thrower. Good insight 
 
Brodie Smith’s YouTube Page                http://www.youtube.com/user/brodiesmith21 

Brodie Smith is one of the most infamous ultimate players, but he has recorded a series of 
fantastic throwing tutorials. If you go to his main site, click the “Videos” tab on the upper left, and 
click “Playlists” on the left side, you can select “Frisbee Instructional Videos with Brodie Smith” 
and access these tutorials. He has over 30 of them ranging all skill levels! 
 

Ultimate Rob’s YouTube Page        http://www.youtube.com/user/rjmcleod04 
If you don’t like Brodie or are looking for a different perspective, check out Ultimate Rob’s 
YouTube. He also has a great series of instructional videos, but does not have as extensive a 
collection as Brodie. Rob has a “Throwing Videos” playlist that has several different videos (just 
under 20 right now). He also has an online blog: http://www.ultimaterob.com/ 


